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NORMALITY
by Tim Allenspach



In late February to early 

March it became more 

than clear that Corona 

will have a far greater 

impact on the world 

than previously thought. 

It spread rapidly and 

more and more 

countries took 

measures to prevent 

the outbreak. So did 

Switzerland.



My mother was still 

undergoing 

chemotherapy because 

of breast cancer. A 

contagion with Corona 

could have had fatal 

consequences for her 

and after watching some 

of the media events from 

the federal council, we 

decided to go into a 

voluntary quarantine.



Two weeks into quarantine I woke up one day starting my daily procedure. I set an alarm every day at 07:45 

to keep some kind of routine. As I am not able to eat something after waking up I usually start working at 

around 08:15. A few weeks ago at the same time, I would already have been travelled 2.5 hours to Chur, so 

big plus there for me, thanks Corona. 



My desk has honestly always been a mess, but ever since I started spending a lot of time 

working on it, it became pretty tidy. It was really necessary, I wasn't able to focus on work 

because of all the stuff laying around. After some clean up work, some new plants and new 

gear I was ready to start doing serious work (most of the time).



09:30. Time for my 

breakfast. Cereals with 

milk, as usual. I don’t 

have to worry about 

eating too much or 

something, as my father 

decided to kind of 

panic buy things before 

we went into 

quarantine. 

We are now proud owners of 15kg of pasta, 10 packages of 

pre cooked hashed brown potatoes, 8kg salt and 12 boxes of 

cereals. We could easily survive a war after corona, I don’t 

even remember what it was like going grocery shopping.



After breakfast I usually get back to work. I actually started enjoying working at 

home, because I could easily squeeze an episode of "Peaky Blinders" in between two 

classes. What a time. But my productivity level actually got a bit worse. What a 

surprise with the bed and TV nearby.



Lunchtime, my phone 

rings: “Yo Tim, I 

cooked a lot of 

Bolognese, I’ll bring it 

over.” It was my 

sister’s boyfriend, 

they live two blocks 

apart from us. I waited 

on our terrace until he 

showed up. I just 

stood there and 

waited for him to lay 

the food on the floor 

and get some distance 

between us. Those 

legendary 2 meters, 

daily business.



The only views of the outside world during this quarantine were 

the ones out of the several windows in our flat. This noon, I 

witnessed our neighbor walking his cat. Both were wearing a face 

mask, which didn’t occur strange to me at the time. At least he 

was being consequent. 



Thinking back to this moment, the cat with the face mask actually became some kind of symbol 

for me. I mean, I just looked at the cat and then went back to work as if nothing special 

happend. But how often do you see a cat with a face mask on? For me, it kind of represents 

the fast acceptance of new circumstances now. We got a long with this new situation so 

quickly, it wasn't even clear to me until I started thinking about it a bit more often.



The quarantine taught me a lot about change, acceptance and solidarity. I could never have 

imagined that one day it would be normal for me to see a man walking his cat on a leash with 

a facemask on. But here I am, working from home, eating food out of a private stock and 

watching the news every day to find out when it's safe to see my girlfriend again or do 

something outdoors.

But the situation 

became normal so 

quick and the sighting 

of the man walking his 

cat made me realize 

that. Looking in the 

mirror I was still the 

same person, despite 

my new "dad made" 

haircut. Everything 

around me changed, 

but I stayed the same 

and got along with the 

situation as good as 

even possible.
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